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Materials
1 yard each, 3 coordinating fabrics
 (includes binding)
3 yards backing
batting 52” x 52”

Cutting
Note, you can stack and cut all 3 yards of fabric stacked 
together if you want. 

From each one yard piece, cut:
-1 strip @ 6½”, subcut to 6 squares @ 6½” x 6½”
-2 strips @ 6⅞”, subcut to 12 squares @ 6⅞” x 6⅞”, 
->cut these in half on the diagonal, 24 triangles. 
-1 strip @ 7¼”, subcut to 5 squares @ 7¼” x 7¼”
-1 strips @ 7½”, cut off one piece @ 7¼”, trim to 7¼” 
x 7¼”; set remainder aside for binding. 
->Cut all 7¼” x 7¼” squares diagonally twice, 4 
triangles from each square. 

Sorting + Piecing
Sort your cuts so you have all the matching pieces 
together. Lay them out in sets:
A square + B small triangles + C large triangles
B square + C small triangles + A large triangles
C square + A small triangles + B large triangles

Sew 2 small triangles to opposite sides of each square; 
press. Sew remaining 2 small triangles to other sides. 
Press, trim points. For extra precision, trim blocks so 
there is ¼” between point of center square and edges. 

Every effort is made to pubish our patterns 
error-free, but we are human. If you find a 

mistake, do let us know & we’ll fix it. 
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Sew 2 large triangles to opposides sides of square/4 triangle 
piece, press. Sew remaining 2 large triangles to other 2 
sides; press and trim points/blocks. 

Arrange the blocks in 4 rows of 4. Sew together. 

Sandwich, quilt and bind as desired, using the reserved 
pieces from cutting to cut 2½” strips for binding. 

Quilt size approx. 48” x 48”
Blocks 12” x 12” finished


